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Andrew Muhl, 1831-1892



Andrew Muhl was born in Paris on 17 February, 1831. He attended college in Paris learning the trades 
of machinist and locksmith and served his time in the French Army. Possibly following in the footsteps 
of Carre, he was making ice and ice cream in France before he left to go to Mexico. In 1865, at the age 
of 34, he went instead to America, going to Washington DC, Atlanta and the New Orleans before 
settling in San Antonio, Texas. He failed, at this time, to patent his invention being unable to properly 
file the necessary documents. He married in 1866 and raised a large family of thirteen children.

In 1867, still in San Antonio, he started operating the Andrew Muhl Ether Ice-Making Machine. Around 
1868, he was operating (with a partner) the Brunet & Muhl Iron and Brass Machine Shop on Press Street 
River Bank. At some point, he erected a water wheel to power the machinery. He was also contracted to 
make two machines, “which were pronounced a success” to supply the city with ice. However, when he 
raised the height of the dam which supplied water to his wheel, to increase its power, the reduced flow 
downstream caused such problems that the city authorities had the dam destroyed rendering Muhl’s 
machinery useless.  

In 1869, the founders of the Waco Medical Association together with Andrew Muhl and others 
organised a company to build an ice plant in Waco, Texas. The first ice was not produced until May,
1871; this was “under the Andrew Muhl Ether Ice Machine Patents.” One report claims the plant had a 
capacity of 2.5 tons of ice per day. Around 1870, another partnership, Muhl & Paggi “engaged to take 
one of their ice machines to Austin and run it for the benefit of that one horse town.”

On 28 November, 1871, he secured US Patent No. 121, 402 for his Refrigerating Apparatus. Then on 
12 December, 1871, he obtained US Parent No.121, 888 for Improvement in Ice Machines, his address 
being listed as Waco, Texas. 

Earlier, on 5 January, 1869, the Frenchman Louis Charles Abel Tellier (1828-1913) had obtained US 
Patent No. 85,719 for an Ice Machine (Cooling the Air of Buildings). Muhl decided its operation could 
be made better and filed his US Patent Application No. 146,267 of 6 January, 1874, for Improvement in 
Apparatus for Cooling the Air of Buildings.

This was an Ether Vapour horizontal coil and blower arrangement which achieves a more 
uniform temperature distribution and positive ventilation within the room apparatus improvement.

Muhl spent many of the next years trading company after company –Machine Shops, Foundry & Iron 
Works and later a Boiler & Machine Works. Finally, he moved to Temple, Texas where he operated an
Ice House for some time. Andrew Muhl died in Temple on 15 January, 1892, from a stroke suffered at 
work, and was buried in Waco’s Holy Cross Cemetery.   











Tellier’s Ice (Room Cooling) Machine for which Muhl patented an improvement
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